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How Working with Melissa Galt is Different…  

From leaving a lucrative corporate career in hospitality management to jumping out into the wild blue yonder of my own 

business, I am about the adventure of business and making your business your playground for profit.  After all, the 

whole reason you went (or are going) into business for yourself is to enjoy the freedom to work at what you love with 

clients who love you back. It’s about making a bigger difference and enjoying the bottom line rewards that come with it.  

My start in business was scary and exciting; all at once (does that feel familiar?) I turned an upside beginning of $70K in 

debt into a 7-figure service based practice in just 5 short years. And then, when my colleagues began asking me how I’d 

done it, I dove into coaching fellow business owners into the marketing practices that I’d used so they could grow their 

businesses.  

Recognized by Forbes as one of the Top 20 Women of Influence for Entrepreneurs to follow, I speak, coach, and consult 

globally to entrepreneurs (and executives ready to take that leap) showing you how you can design and market a 

business you love for the life you’ve dreamed of.  I am the author and co-author of 5 books including 7 Surefire Steps to 

Marketing that Makes You Money and Live Every Day Motivated, Successful and Happy. (Writing is a passion. You can 

catch my blog daily.)  

I’ve been in your shoes, whether you are just starting your service based practice or ready to redesign it with customized 

marketing systems for more success with better clients in less time.   

Distinctions of Working with Melissa Galt:  
Unlike many coaches, my process is more consultative. I’m not going to ask you questions and wait for you to figure it 

out. Instead, I believe in giving you the answers to the hard questions quickly, so we can shortcut the struggle you may 

be having.  

“Melissa’s always focused and thinking two steps ahead. That’s what you need in a Marketing mentor and social media 
strategist to get on track and grow your business. She is generous with her time and quick to share her invaluable expertise. 
I recommend her to all my connections, Melissa will definitely help you make  your best year!” 
         - Karen Smith D’Agostino, Franchise Marketing Executive 
 

In addition to working on your marketing, we will also work on your mindset. Your beliefs will determine your success 

so when we identify beliefs that are holding you back, you’ll get simple actions to blast through them and replace them 

with empowering beliefs.  

“Well, I finally got everything up and going. I want to thank you for all of you wisdom and motivation. I couldn’t have 
made this change without you. You created a model for me that I will continue to use and allowed me to value 
myself, which was the most important thing I learned from your coaching sessions. I now feel like the professional I deserve 
to be.”  
             - Karen Davis, Interior Designer  
 

When you need more of a kick in the pants than your hand to be held, I’ll be the one that calls you on your excuses and 

gently, but firmly, pushes you forward so you will achieve your goals instead of just dreaming about them.   

“Melissa provided an incredible amount of highly valuable strategic insights, practical tips and excellent resources 
for my social media and general marketing activities. What is still more remarkable as all my marketing materials are in 
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German. I am really impressed by Melissa’s generosity and high level professionalism and can recommend her to 
everybody.”  
           -Monika Birkner, Coach and Author 
 

Many coaching programs deliver vague promises and sketchy results. We’ll determine on Day 1 exactly what you want 

to achieve and focus all activities on making that happen.  In many cases, my clients are bringing on new clients at rates 

as much as 6x their normal in just 6 weeks.  

“Melissa gave me specific, actionable tools and advice and tools to use my website more effectively, connect and 
engage with interior designers all over the country, and perhaps most importantly, keep focused on my goals. I definitely 
would recommend coaching with Melissa to a friend looking to energize their business, big or small. Melissa is 
passionate, but not high-pressure.” 

-Yitz Finch, Custom Furniture Craftsman 
 

With many marketing coaches, you get strategy and no tools or you get too many tools and not enough strategy. With 

me, you’ll get a customized blueprint to fit your business goals as well as the specific tools you need to put that 

blueprint into powerful action and see tangible bottom line results.  

“Melissa jumped in with both feet, spared the fluff and left me with clear action steps to take. We addressed the products 
and services I offer, how to attract more people to them and outline some future projects. I left our time together with 
a clear list of next actions that I feel confident I can work on. Impressive. I want Melissa on my team. You would be 
doing your business right by doing the same."  

-Rachel Z Cornell,  ProNagger.com, Time Management and Productivity Expert  
 

I’m a wizard at marketing copy as well as blogging. If you’re not feeling inspired or just need a jump start, I can jump in 

and rewrite selected web copy, makeover social network profiles, update your one sheet, and provide email copy to 

attract better clients.  

“My biggest concern was how to move past my slow turtle crawl of business growth to having a successful business. Melissa 
certainly didn't disappoint. She gave me a hard, fast and clear look at my website and ideas as to how to get "in the 
door" to my targeted business prospects. Melissa has the knowledge and energy to assist any business with getting 
beyond their barriers and prosper. I would highly recommend her to anyone. Thank you Melissa.” 

                                     -Vicki Pare, Alternative Marketing Concepts Creator 
 

Working together is about building your marketing muscle so that when you graduate from our time together, you have 

a complete marketing strategy blueprint and first-hand experience with the necessary state of the art tools to move 

forward.  You will have new clients on board and new revenue at your bottom line.  

“Melissa’s advice on how much more I should charge for my services (a lot!) was responsible for increasing my income 
$20,000 in one month, $30,000 the next month, and $50,000 the following month. That’s $100,000 in three months. Thank 
you Melissa!” 
 -Morgana Rae, Wealth Coach 

 

If this sounds like exactly what you’ve been looking for, let’s talk. 

You can reach me directly at 404-788-6528, or melissa@melissagalt.com 
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